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The rediscovery of Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s ‘Wine of St
Martin’s Day’, acquired for the Museo Nacional del
Prado, Madrid
by PILAR SILVA MAROTO and MANFRED SELLINK

1. Wine of St Martin’s Day, by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. c.1566–67. Glue-size tempera on linen, 148 by 270.5 cm. (Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid).

IN NOVEMBER

2009 a painting on linen known as the Wine of
St Martin’s Day (Fig.1) was brought to the Museo Nacional
del Prado, Madrid, from a Spanish private collection with an
attribution to Pieter Bruegel the Elder (1525/30–69). The painting came to the Museum to be studied with a possible view to
acquisition. Almost unknown, it had been mentioned by Matías
Díaz Padrón in 1980 as a work by Pieter Brueghel the Younger
(1564–1638).1 At that date, Díaz Padrón, who was only familiar
with the painting from a black-and-white photograph, considered it to be ‘the only complete repetition of the damaged
original’ by Pieter Bruegel the Elder, then thought to be the
fragment in Vienna (Fig.2). There is a print after the composition

(in reverse), which was commissioned by Abraham Brueghel
(1630/31–90), the great-grandson of Pieter Bruegel the Elder
(Fig.3). Abraham, who had settled in Italy, attributed the composition to his grandfather, Jan Brueghel the Elder (1568–1625),
son of Pieter Bruegel the Elder.2 The existence of this engraving
suggests that at the time it was made, probably after 1670,3
Abraham Brueghel must have had access to a painted version of
the composition (either the painting under discussion here or a
copy), or, less probably, a drawing after it (Fig.4).4
The fragment in Vienna reproduces the right-hand side of the
composition, with the scene of the saint dividing his cloak. It was
published by Gustav Glück as an original by Pieter Bruegel the

The authors would like to thank Gabriele Finaldi, Deputy Director of the Museo del
Prado, for his most valuable comments. We also acknowledge the assistance of the
conservation staff at the Prado.
1 M. Díaz Padrón: ‘La obra de Pedro Brueghel el Joven en España’, Archivo Español
de Arte 53 (1980), pp.289–318, esp. p.306, fig.13. The article went unnoticed to the
extent that it is not referred to by any Brueg(h)el scholars in Spain or abroad, none
of whom has drawn attention to the existence of this version of the subject.
2 As indicated on the print towards the bottom at the left: ‘I. Bruegel in[venit]
et pinx[it]’. The caption to the print, signed by Abraham, also attributes the
composition to ‘Brugolo mio Nonno’.
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To judge from the print’s dedication to Gaspare Altieri, who was a nephew of
Pope Clement X.
4 The drawing illustrated in Fig.4 is of mediocre quality and dates from the second
half of the seventeenth century. It may be in some way related to the creation of the
print, either as a preparatory study or a subsequent record; see G. Marlier: Pieter
Brueghel le Jeune, Brussels 1969, p.327.
5 R. van Bastelaer and G. Hulin de Loo: Pieter Bruegel l’ancien. Son œuvre et son temps,
Brussels 1907, pp.312–14, no.A-32; and M.J. Friedländer: Early Netherlandish
Painting, XIV, Leiden and Brussels 1976, p.20, no.8, pl.7, who dates it to c.1558.
6 See Bastelaer and Hulin de Loo, op. cit. (note 5), p.312.
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2. Fragment of a
copy of Fig.1.
c.1580–1600.
Canvas, 90 by 72
cm. (Kunsthistorisches
Museum,
Vienna).

Elder; Hulin de Loo and other subsequent authors such as Max
J. Friedländer considered it autograph.5 When still complete it
was in the collection of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm and it
appears in his inventory of 1659, compiled by David Teniers the
Younger, who possessed an excellent knowledge of the work of
the various members of the Brueg(h)el family. Interestingly,
however, it is described there as by an unknown hand.6 A few
scholars have catalogued it as among the doubtful works by
Pieter Bruegel the Elder (including Wilfried Seipel and Alexander
Wied in their study of the Bruegels in Vienna),7 but most authors
have rejected the attribution, giving it to Pieter Brueghel the
Younger or Jan Brueghel the Elder.8
The Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts in Brussels has a complete copy with slight variations dating from the seventeenth
century (Fig.5).9 Of inferior quality to the Vienna painting, the
work is inscribed with the letters ‘A B(?)’, which some authors
have related to Abraham Brueghel who, as noted above, commissioned the print after this composition. In our opinion, however,
the Brussels painting is by Pieter Brueghel the Younger.
In addition to these versions, there are also several archival
references to a painting by Bruegel of this subject. The most significant is the inventory of the Gonzaga collection drawn up
in 1626–27 which lists as in the Galleria della Mostra in the
Ducal Palace in Mantua (which also housed Andrea Mantegna’s
Triumphs of Caesar), ‘Un quadro dipintovi la festa di S. Martino con
una quantità di pitochi che bevano ad una botta, opera del Bruol
Vecchio, L. 360’.10 Like other works attributed to Pieter Bruegel
the Elder in the Gonzaga collection, it was acquired by Duke
7

A. Wied in W. Seipel, ed.: Pieter Bruegel the Elder at the Kunsthistorisches Museum in
Vienna, Milan 1998, p.150, no.51.
8 It is not even included among the doubtful attributions in M. Sellink: Bruegel,
The complete Paintings, Drawings and Prints, Ghent 2007 (hereafter cited as Sellink
2007).
9 The painting was sold in Paris at Galerie Petit on 10th June 1904 (FontaineFlament sale, no.12). In 1905 it belonged to Marie Croquison de Courtrai, who in
1933 donated it to her nephew, Dr Frans Heulens, who in turn donated it to the
Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, in 1988; see also note 52 below.
10 A. Luzio: La Galleria Gonzaga . . ., Milan 1913, p.104; see also U. Meroni: Lettere

3. Wine of St Martin’s Day, by Nicholas Guérard after Pieter Bruegel the Elder.
c.1670–90. Engraving, 35 by 49 cm. (British Museum, London).

4. Wine of St Martin’s Day. Anonymous (Flemish?). c.1660–75. Drawing. (Musée
Atger, Montpellier).

Vincenzo II, a great admirer of Flemish painting and patron of
Rubens, possibly during a trip to Flanders in 1608.11 Although
the compiler of the inventory had no doubts as to the identity
of the painter (suggesting that the painting was signed), there is
no mention of the support, nor are the dimensions recorded.
However, the description is sufficiently precise to allow it to be
identified with the composition of the Wine of St Martin’s Day.
Some scholars have identified the painting in the Gonzaga
inventory with the fragment in Vienna,12 but there is no
evidence for this. The probable identification of the Gonzaga
painting with the painting in Madrid is discussed below. Generally speaking, most experts have agreed that none of the known
versions was the original painting. In our opinion, the painting
now at the Prado is in fact the original Wine of St Martin’s Day
by Pieter Bruegel the Elder.
e Altri Documenti Intorno Alla Storia Della Pintura. Raccolte di quadri a Mantova nel
sei–settecento. Fonti per la storia de la pittura, Genoa 1976, pp.18–28, esp. p.21. The price
at which the painting is valued is relatively high in comparison to that of other works
(for example, Titian’s Entombment of Christ, now in the Louvre, is valued at 300 lire,
and Caravaggio’s Death of the Virgin, also in the Louvre, at 600 lire).
11 D. Mattioli: ‘Nuove ipotesi sui quadri di ‘Bruol Vecchio’ appartenuti ai Gonzaga’,
Civiltà Mantovana 10 (1976), pp.32–43.
12 See, for example, S. Lapenta and R. Morselli: La Collezione Gonzaga. La Quadreria
nell’elenco dei beni del 1626–1627, Milan 2006, p.228.
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The Prado painting belonged to the ducal house of Medinaceli
until the death in 1956 of the 17th Duke, Luis Jesús Fernández
de Córdoba y Salabert. The first recorded owner was the 9th
Duke of Medinaceli, Luis Francisco de la Cerda y Aragón
(1660–1711). In 1989 Vicente Lleó Cañal published the inventory of the Duke’s collection in this Magazine.13 No.39 in the
inventory is described as follows: ‘Otra de Bruguel con la fiesta de
san Martin y sus hijos q. tiene de largo tres varas y de alto zinco pies
marco moldado y dorado nº 404 [. . .] 8000 rs’. This entry attributes
the work to Bruegel and gives it a very high valuation.14 An
examination of inventories of the collections of earlier heads
of the family from 1569 onwards (the date of Pieter Bruegel the
Elder’s death), housed in the Medinaceli Ducal Archive (Hospital
de Tavera, Toledo) and in the Archivo de Protocolos in Madrid,
shows that it was certainly the 9th Duke who acquired the painting and that he was responsible for the acquisition of most of the
paintings listed in his inventory.15 Many were undoubtedly
acquired in Italy where the duke lived for many years, first as
Spanish ambassador in Rome (1687–96)16 and subsequently as
Viceroy of Naples (1696–1702). It would therefore seem highly
likely that Luis Francisco de la Cerda acquired the present work
in Italy (either as a purchase or gift) and had it sent to Spain by

1702 at the latest, the year in which he left his post as Viceroy in
Naples and returned to Madrid.17
It is proposed here that the Medinaceli painting is the one
that was in the possession of the Gonzaga and recorded in the
inventory of 1626–27 just before the sudden dispersal of the
collection. Unfortunately, there is no record of what the immediate fate of Bruegel’s painting was. It does not appear in the
posthumous sale of the collection of Charles I of England,
which included works from the Gonzaga collection acquired
from Italy through the agent Daniel Nys.18 For this reason and
because the Vienna painting was sometimes considered the
original, scholars have repeatedly claimed that the painting
entered the Imperial collection after the Sack of Mantua in
1630, along with other works,19 but there is little evidence to
support this. The Empress was a member of the Gonzaga
family and was concerned to have the paintings taken during
the Sack returned to the palace in Mantua, as surviving correspondence reveals. In addition, the paintings taken from the
palace in Mantua passed into the hands of the Imperial troops
(who were paid in booty) and it is known that other works
stolen in Mantua were sold on the way home. To date, however,
no reference to Bruegel’s painting has come to light.20
For all these reasons it seems reasonable to suggest that the
painting of St Martin left Mantua before the Sack of 1630. It is
known that between 1627 and 1630 the new Duke of Mantua,
Carlo Gonzaga, Duke of Nevers, was urgently in need of money
to fund the Mantuan war of succession. He thus pawned his
jewels with Veronese moneylenders, as other Gonzagas had
done before him. Among those who advanced him money was
Giacomo Muselli, a well-known collector and art lover who also
received works of art from the Duke.21 It is surely no coincidence
that a painting of St Martin by Bruegel is described in the Muselli
collection in 1662 (by which date the collection belonged to
Muselli’s sons Cristoforo and Francesco and numbered 140
paintings): ‘Un s. Martino a cavallo, con attorno una schiera di pitocchi
di tute le sorte imaginable in un bellisimo paese, opera del Breughel’.22
The subsequent history of this painting is not recorded.
Before and after that date there had been unsuccessful attempts

13

16

5. Wine of St Martin’s Day, by Pieter Brueghel the Younger. c.1600–25. Canvas,
147 by 269.5 cm. (Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels).

V. Lleó Cañal: ‘The Art Collection of the Ninth Duke of Medinaceli’, THE
131 (1989), pp.108–16. Although Lleó published the
document as the inventory of Luis Francisco, it includes works that belonged to his
nephew and successor the 10th Duke, albeit separated from those of the 9th Duke,
including the Bruegel Tüchlein. Everything suggests that this inventory was not in
fact drawn up immediately after the death of Luis Francisco in 1711, but shortly
afterwards when his nephew, Nicolás Fernández de Córdoba, Marquis of Priego and
Duke of Feria, took possession of his predecessor’s goods prior to acquiring the title
of 10th Duke of Medinaceli. The inventory must thus have been among the
10th Duke’s papers. This is demonstrated by the fact that the text states that it is the
Inventario General de Todos los trastos y Vienes Muebles pertenecientes a la Cassa del Exmo.
Sr. Marques [de Priego] Duque de Medinaceli, mi Señor [General Inventory of All the
Goods, and chattels belonging to the House of the Marquis [of Priego] Duke of
Medinaceli, my Lord].
14 Probably because the signature (to be discussed later in this text) was much more
visible at that date and not as damaged as it is now. In fact, at a later date the painting
was thought to be by Hieronymus Bosch as may be seen in the inscription ‘original de
Jeronimo Bosch, floreció este pintor en los años 1500’ on the stretcher. The high valuation
is evident from the fact that the same collection included Velázquez’s Spinners, now
in the Prado, which was valued at 3,000 reales, nearly two thirds less than the 8,000
reales at which Bruegel’s painting was valued.
15 Previous dukes of Medinaceli owned few paintings, which were either in their
Madrid palace or at the villa in Cogolludo and other family properties. However,
we do not know the names of the artists who made them. The most important
document in this respect is the inventory drawn up after the death of the 8th Duke,
Juan Francisco de la Cerda Enríquez Afán de Ribera (Madrid, Archivo Histórico
de Protocolos, Protocolo 9868, undated), who died on 20th February 1691, as it
indicates what was inherited by the 9th Duke.
BURLINGTON MAGAZINE
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Until the death of his father in 1691 he used the title of Marquis of Cogolludo as
was traditional with heirs to the duchy of Medinaceli.
17 Unfortunately, no detailed study exists on the 9th Duke of Medinaceli as a patron
and collector, in contrast to other holders of his positions in Italy. At the present time
it has only been possible to study a small part of the relevant documentation in the
Medinaceli Ducal Archive in Toledo, without any significant results, as he may either
have acquired the painting in Naples or Rome or received it as a gift. This was the
case with one of his predecessors, Pedro Antonio de Aragón, who, in 1680, had a
notary’s list drawn up (Madrid, Archivo Histórico de Protocolos, Protocolo 10902,
fols.355ff) of the 329 works that were given to him, including the names of
the donors, while he was Ambassador in Rome and Viceroy in Naples; D. CarrióInvernizzi: El gobierno de las imágenes, Madrid 2008, pp.155ff.
18 Luzio, op. cit. (note 10), p.139, reproduces the document of 27th March 1627
relating to the paintings that Nys was instructed to send to England for the collection
of Charles I. Among them are only two of the works by Bruegel in the Gonzaga
collection: ‘Li Orbi del Brugel vecchio’ and ‘Otto ovadi de Brugel Vecchio’, each valued at
200 lire. Everything seems to suggest that the Wine of St Martin’s Day was not sent to
England, or at least that it has not been identified in the inventories of the sale
of Charles I’s collection; see O. Millar: ‘Abraham van der Doort’s catalogue of the
collections of Charles I’, The Walpole Society 37 (1958–60), pp.1–229.
19 Some of them entered the collection of Christina of Sweden after the Sack of
Prague in 1648, but the present work is not recorded in that collection either.
20 It is not referred to in the ‘Relazione del colonello cesareo Octavio Piccolomini
all’imperatore Ferdinando III sul Palazzo ducale di Mantova del 24 gennaio 1631’, drawn up
six months after the Sack and sent to the Emperor. At that point the palace still
contained a relatively large number of treasures and paintings but few details are
known, other than that there were paintings ‘de buena mano’, but almost no names of
artists are given, nor are there any such references in later inventories; see Meroni,
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to buy the Muselli collection (which was for sale as a whole) on
the part of Francesco I, Duke of Modena, his successor Alfonso
IV, and another Este prince, Cesare. Equally unsuccessful were
the Archduke of the Tyrol, Ferdinand Charles, and Queen
Christina of Sweden. Finally, in 1671, when the Musellis sold
the collection to ‘Monsieur Alvarese negotiante di pitture’ (who in
turn sold it to the Duke of Orléans in France), the collection
only numbered 122 paintings, eighteen fewer than the 140
recorded in 1662.23 It is known that in 1662 Cristoforo Muselli’s
son tried to obtain an abbotship, first in Rome through Cardinal
Flavio Chigi, nephew of Pope Alexander VII, and then by other
means. It is certainly possible that before 1671 the Bruegel was
given as a gift in payment for that abbotship, or that it was
acquired by someone and brought to Rome where Abraham
Brueghel had access to it (see above), probably after 1670. The
painting could have entered the collection of the 9th Duke of
Medinaceli some years later.
The work is on linen of the Tüchlein type, painted in glue-size
tempera, a technique commonly used in Flanders in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, although relatively few examples have
survived. The support is made from a fine linen thread of a pale
tone employing a taffeta weave.24 The support was prepared with
a coat of animal size, as was customary, and was probably tacked
to the wall for painting, rather than being fixed to a stretcher.
The paint is applied in a simple manner in one or two layers, as
tempera does not allow for the use of impasto or glazes.25
There is almost no underdrawing visible in the Wine of St
Martin’s Day, either to the naked eye or under infra-red light.
There are several pentimenti in the painting, some minor ones
to the wooden support of the scaffolding that supports the
barrel and to one of the rear hooves of St Martin’s horse.26 The
back end of the barrel has an interesting change: before painting
the barrel’s outline Bruegel completed the lower part of the
figure in the white shirt and waistcoat who raises a beer jug in
order to drink from it. This part of the figure was subsequently
concealed by the red pigment used to define the form of the
barrel, but due to wear in the paint surface it has again become
partially visible.

The X-radiograph of the painting (Fig.6) allows for a better
appreciation of the way in which the artist applied the paint,
particularly in the outlines and in the draperies, using the rapid,
confident brushstrokes typical of Pieter Bruegel the Elder. It also
reveals the painting’s true physical state and shows that the areas

op. cit. (note 10), pp.33–37 and 49–55.
21 There is, however, documentary proof of another case of an exchange of works
between the dukes of Mantua and Muselli. C. Ridolfi: Le Meraviglie dell’arte ovvero le
vite degli illustri pittori veneti e dello Stato [1648], ed. G. von Hadeln, Berlin 1924, II,
p.85, states that in Muselli’s house in Verona he saw a dance of nymphs ‘che fue
conmutato del duca Ferdinando de Mantua con un libretto di Disegni dal Parmigiano’; Luzio,
op. cit. (note 10), pp.42, 107 and 153, quoted in T. Montanari: ‘Collezionisti e
mecenati nel ’600. Cristina di Svezia, il cardinale Azzolino e il mercato veronese’,
Ricerche di storia dell’arte 54 (1994), p.35, note 96.
22 Quoted in G. Campori: Raccolta di cataloghi ed inventarii inediti di quadri, statue,
disegni [. . .] dal secolo XV al secolo XIX, Modena 1870, pp.356–76. The ‘pitocchi’ –
beggars – are also referred to in the 1626–27 Mantua inventory. These figures are the
‘children of St Martin’ with whom the saint shares his cloak and are referred to in the
description of the canvas in the Medinaceli inventory. It may seem surprising that the
1662 inventory of Muselli’s collection refers to the ‘bellisimo paese’ in the painting and
does not mention the barrel (as is also the case in the Medinaceli listing) but such a
reference conforms to the taste of the time. Patrons and collectors were interested in
landscape as a genre and a scene of the Feast of St Martin set in the countryside around
Brussels could be considered a landscape painting regardless of the number of figures
in it. It should be pointed out that, unlike the Mantuan inventory, only the name
Bruegel is referred to, without stating that it is Bruegel the Elder. This is because it
was difficult at that period to distinguish between works by the Brueg(h)el family
members and because the signature simply reads Bruegel (assuming it is the same
work as the one in the Gonzaga and Medinaceli collections).
23 Montanari, op. cit. (note 21), p.28, no.42, who records all these attempted
purchases, notes that by 1671 two portraits by Giovanni Bellini and Correggio had
already left the Muselli collection and were sent to Cardinal Leopoldo de’ Medici on
the instructions of Count Giulio Cesare Gonzaga.

24 María Dolores Gayo and Maite Jover analysed the materials in the Prado’s
Laboratory and prepared a report on them, which states that the linen support has
a density of twenty-six horizontal threads per cm. (warp) and twenty/twenty-one
vertical threads per cm. (weft).
25 According to the report prepared in the Prado’s Laboratory, the pigments
identified in samples taken from the linen support are: for the white tones, lead white,
calcium carbonate and quartz; for the blue tones, azurite and smalt; for the red tones,
red earth and vermilion; for the yellow tones, yellow earth and lead tin yellow; and
for the black, vegetable carbon black. The pigments are similar to those used for
the Tüchlein of the Adoration of the Magi in the Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts,
Brussels, attributed (with some doubts) to Pieter Bruegel the Elder; see A. Philippot,
N. Goetghebeur and R. Guislain-Wittermann: ‘L’adoration des mages de Bruegel au
Musée des Beaux Arts de Bruxelles. Traitement d’un “Tuechlein’”, Bulletin de
l’Institut Royal du Patrimoine artistique 11 (1969), pp.5–33, as well as those used for the
poor quality replica in the Prado (inv. no.P-2470) attributed to Pieter Brueghel
the Younger. A visual comparison between the two Tüchleins in the Museo de
Capodimonte, Naples, of the Parable of the blind leading the blind (Fig.17), signed and
dated 1568, and The misanthrope, which are the only works of this type unanimously
accepted as by Pieter Bruegel the Elder, reveals a very similar type of technique and
execution. In May 2010 Pilar Silva and Elisa Mora (the restorer of the present work)
had the opportunity to study the Capodimonte paintings in detail, which were
specially removed from their frames. Because these two works have never been
subjected to a proper technical examination, it was not possible to make any
comparison with data obtained from the Wine of St Martin’s Day.
26 If the work had been executed on panel, the type of underdrawing would have
made it possible to determine whether Bruegel the Elder had worked on the panel
or not, as his underdrawing is different from that of the artists who copied his works,
including his son Pieter Brueghel the Younger.

6. X-Radiograph of Fig.1
showing figures to the left
of the central group.

7. X-Radiograph of Fig.1 showing the landscape at upper left.
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9. Infra-red
photograph of
Fig.1 showing
signature.

8. Detail of Fig.1 showing the figures below the barrel.

11. Detail of
Fig.1 showing
mother and child
at the left.
10. Detail of Fig.1 showing figures looking from the window.

of paint loss are minor. This is evident in the landscape with
a harbour at the upper left, the boats only visible in the X-radiograph (Fig.7).
That the painting is not in perfect condition is not surprising,
precisely because it was executed using this very fragile, delicate
technique; its physical state is in fact similar to other sixteenthcentury Tüchleins that have survived. The paint has not adhered
well to the support – typical of these works – and this has resulted
in tiny losses over the entire surface (particularly noticeable in the
area of St Martin and his horse). The heavy lining, applied in the
later twentieth century, caused distortions to the original support
that affected some of the figures.27 The adhesive used for the
lining penetrated the highly porous support and paint layers, and
the earlier application of a polyester varnish to the paint surface

altered the matte, silken appearance characteristic of unvarnished
Tüchleins, resulting in a darkened and inappropriately shiny surface.
The restoration of the painting undertaken at the Prado by
Elisa Mora began in March 2010 with the cleaning of the surface,
followed by the removal of the polyester varnish. As this thick
layer of varnish was removed the clarity of the image once again
became evident, both of the composition as a whole and the
groups of figures; perspective and depth have returned to the
landscape and the quality of execution is much more apparent.
Despite the overall wear it is possible to appreciate characteristic
brushstrokes of Pieter Bruegel the Elder (Fig.8), in particular the
way the artist used light, parallel strokes and cross-hatching to create areas of shadow in the figures, such as in the mother and child
at far left (Fig.11), very similar to those employed in Bruegel’s two

27

Bosch and Pieter Bruegel is explored in M. Walsh: ‘“Martín y muchos pobres”;
Grotesque Versions of the Charity of St Martin in the Bosch and Bruegel Schools’,
Essays in Medieval Studies 14 (1998), pp.107–20 (web publication www.illinoismedieval.org/ems/vol14/walsh.html), with earlier literature.
30 For the identification of this building in the Brussels copy, see J. Vander Auwera:
exh. cat. Kunst en financiën in Europa: 16e-eeuwse meesterwerken in nieuw licht, Brussels
(Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten) 2009, no.20.

The distortion produced by the lining led to the decision to remove it.
Both the characteristics of this signature and its position at the lower left (the most
common position for Bruegel’s signatures) are comparable to Two monkeys of 1562
(Gemäldegalerie, Berlin), Christ and the woman taken in adultery of 1565 (Courtauld
Gallery, London), and The conversion of St Paul of 1567 (Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna).
29 The tradition of St Martin’s festivities in relation to the œuvre of Hieronymus
28
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autograph Tüchleins in Capodimonte, the Parable of the blind
leading the blind (see Fig.17) and The misanthrope. The process of
restoration also recovered the colours, particularly the reds, which
form extremely important compositional accents in the work, as
well as the yellows and blues that are characteristic of the artist.
Any remaining doubts about the attribution of the work were
dispelled in early September 2010 by the discovery of the
painter’s signature hidden under repaint, ‘BRVEG . . .’, which
is undoubtedly genuine, albeit incomplete and worn, as well as
the remains of the date in Roman numerals: ‘MDLXV . . .’,
which is also very worn (Fig.9).28 We think the painting should
be dated 1566–67.
The Wine of St Martin’s Day (Fig.1) is arguably one of the most
ambitious works in Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s œuvre. In sheer size
the canvas is twice as large, for example, as the monumental
panels of the cycle of the Seasons. However, it is the subject,
scope and complexity of the composition that are of fundamental importance. No less than ninety figures swarm around an
enormous wine vat in an intricate play of intertwined bodies, set
against a background with an open landscape to the left and
a typical Bruegelesque village to the right. The subject is the
drawing of the new wine made from the recent grape harvest, on
the eve of 11th November, the feast day of St Martin of Tours,
also known as St Martin’s Mass. In spite of continuous attempts
by the Church authorities to bring them to an end, carnivalesque
celebrations of St Martin’s Day spread from France in the early
Middle Ages and reached large parts of Europe by the early
modern period.29 The feast day celebrated the end of the harvest
and the onset of winter and marked the start of a forty-day period
of fasting before Christmas. From the rich iconography of St
Martin’s life and the wide variety of customs that were practised
on his feast day, Bruegel chose to focus on just two subjects: the
moment when the young soldier divides his cloak to share it with
a beggar, and the distribution of the wine. Clearly, this is not a
realistic rendering of such an event in the Flemish countryside;
rather it is a carefully constructed composition in which Bruegel
deliberately and wittily incorporates symbolical and allegorical
allusions to human conduct in everyday life.
The scene is set near a city visible in the background on the left.
The monumental tower strongly resembles the Hallepoort in
Brussels (Figs.1 and 7), one of the city’s main gates and close to the
neighbourhood where Bruegel had lived and worked since
1562/63.30 In a complex and lively pyramidal group located
around the enormous red barrel of wine set up on a wooden structure, peasants, paupers and beggars of all ages pile on top of each
other to get some of the wine that is pouring out of the barrel,
using cups, jugs, jars, even hats and shoes (Fig.8). Quenching the
thirst of others is an act of charity and thus in essence a virtue, but
it is quite obvious here that the crowd is in the grip of greed and
gluttony.31 This is underscored by a typical Bruegelesque motif of
a tonsured youth (possibly a seminarian or postulant in a religious
order) who is stealing the purse of the woman with a white apron
in the foreground holding one of her children in her arms; she is
so absorbed by the spectacle that she fails to notice this.32
31

It is intriguing to note that in Bruegel’s well-known series of Vices and Virtues
(1556–67 and 1559–60, respectively), the representations of Avarice/Greed, Gluttony
and Charity include large wine barrels in the composition; see Sellink 2007, nos.49,
50 and 82.
32 This motif can be found in several works including The Witch of Mallegem (1559)
and The misanthrope (1568); see Sellink 2007, nos.73 and 164.
33 Ibid., nos.127 and 154. The authors are grateful to Yoko Mori for this observation;

12. Detail of Christ carrying the Cross, by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. 1564. Panel, 124
by 170 cm. (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna).

The real virtue of charity is shown on the right in the scene of
St Martin giving half of his cloak to a poor man. The posture of
his grey horse repeats that of two horses in other paintings by
Bruegel: Christ carrying the Cross of 1564 (Fig.12) and the Massacre
of the innocents (Royal Collection, Windsor; c.1566).33 The quiet
village with the parish church immediately above the saint is in
marked contrast to the turbulence in the centre of the scene, as
if to emphasise that this is the ‘good’ side of the events taking
place. On the left the party is evidently getting out of control.
Two drunken paupers are fighting each other; another man is
unconscious, while his companion is vomiting. The hand print
– the well-known symbol of the city of Antwerp – that appears
so conspicuously on the back of the white shirt of the man lying
down, identifies him as a beggar or an orphan who had received
his clothing from the authorities, and served as a warning to
potential benefactors that he might be inclined to drink or gamble away whatever alms he might receive. But, as so often with
Bruegel, there are subtle and witty counterpoints complicating
the issue of what is right and wrong within ethical conduct. At
the right, directly above St Martin, a man sitting against the wall
of the country manor is emptying his jar of wine, while above
him four inquisitive peasants are staring from the window to see
what is going on – a typically Bruegelesque motif which allows
us to identify with them as detached spectators (Fig.10).34 At
the left, the woman fondly feeding her child seems at odds with
the rowdy peasants, unless we assume that she is offering wine to
her baby. She is located directly beneath a cross, once again
confusing the viewer: is she a virtuous mother attending to her
child or a sinner corrupting the young?
The Wine of St Martin’s Day, with its cast of paupers, beggars and
peasants (Figs.1 and 6) on the boundary between urban society and
the countryside, should be seen against the background of contemporary social and economic developments, related religious
the comparison of identical horses in the Hampton Court painting (left foreground)
and the Vienna panel (right foreground) was already made in Y. Mori: The Complete
Paintings of Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Chuokoron Sha 1988, p.305.
34 See Sellink 2007, nos.44, 69 and 78, for three typical examples of this type of
detached spectator. On the hand print on clothing for the poor and needy, see A.
Monballieu: ‘De “Hand als teken op het kleed” bij Bruegel en Baltens’, Jaarboek
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen (1979), pp.197–209.
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and moral debates and their associated pictorial traditions.35 The
rapid growth of cities and the consequent exponential rise in the
importance of trade and industry in the Low Countries in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries had led to the social development

and self-awareness of urban citizenry. While beggars, drunks and
paupers had always been an intrinsic part of medieval society,
whether rural or urban, there was an ongoing public debate at this
time on questions relating to poverty, ranging from the pros and
cons of acts of charity and the importance of civic morality and the
work ethic, to the harsh criticism of capital sins such as greed and
gluttony that indicated a lack of self-control. The contrast between
the benevolence of the young St Martin and the ingratitude of the
mob is explicitly depicted in a related contemporary engraving
published in Antwerp by Hieronymus Cock (see below) after a
composition by Hieronymus Bosch (Fig.13). The accompanying
text refers to ‘crippled, dirty and wretched scum’ ungratefully
fighting among themselves to get hold of the ‘booty’ donated to
them by the ‘good St Martin’.36 These ethical discussions were
mingled with religious questions such as the importance of sins,
virtues and charitable acts in the light of life after death – in other
words, the fundamental theological debate on predestination versus a final judgment based on man’s moral conduct on earth. In this
sense, the Wine of St Martin’s Day can be related to other works by
Bruegel, particularly to the more explicitly moralising prints and
print series that were published after his designs by Hieronymus
Cock, above all the monumental series of Sins and Virtues (Fig.14)
and the print of the Last Judgment.37
The painting must also be seen in the light of another ‘contrast’ that has often been the subject of discussion in the literature
on Pieter Bruegel, namely the tension between city and countryside and between the rising urban class and the traditional peasants
and country people. These tensions have a direct bearing on the
interpretation of the artist’s three most famous peasant paintings,
The wedding dance (Detroit Institute of Arts; 1566), Village kermis
and The wedding banquet (both Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna; c.1567).38 To see such paintings simply as the satires of a
condescending urban artist poking fun at peasants, or as lengthy
moral lessons in which the painter shows his contemporaries
the disastrous consequences of sin and folly, are now generally
considered too limited readings which do not do justice to the
rich layers of meanings and allusions that characterise Bruegel’s
œuvre. Above all, what is lost in such interpretations is the wit and
irony that are so typical of all his work, a sense of humour that
his contemporaries readily recognised and to which the wellknown words of Karel van Mander testify: ‘This is why one sees
few pictures by him which a spectator can contemplate seriously
and without laughing, and however straight-faced and stately he
may be, he has at least to twitch his mouth or smile’.39

35 The literature on the relation between socio-economic changes, religious and
moral debates and its influence on the visual arts in the Low Countries is vast though
fragmented. Fundamental for this period, with further references, is I. Veldman:
‘Images of Labor and Diligence in sixteenth-century Netherlandish prints: the work
ethic rooted in civic morality or Protestantism?’, Simiolus 21 (1992), pp.227–64.
Bruegel and his relation to urban society, and Antwerp/Brussels in particular, is
excellently discussed throughout Ethan Matt Kavaler’s well-balanced Pieter Bruegel:
Parables of Order and Enterprise, Cambridge 1999, with further literature.
36 On the print after Bosch, see L. de Pauw-de Veen: exh. cat. Hieronymus Cock,
prentenuitgever en graveur 1507?–1570, Brussels (Koninklijke Bibliotheek Albert I) 1970,
no.62; T. Riggs: Hieronymus Cock (1510–1570): printmaker and publisher in Antwerp at
the sign of The Four Winds, Ann Arbor 1971, p.314, no.10; Walsh, op. cit. (note 29);
and H. Nalis: The New Hollstein. Dutch & Flemish Etchings, Engravings and Woodcuts,
1450–1700: Joannes and Lucas Doetecum, Rotterdam 1998, II, no.217. The Dutch text
in the margin reads: ‘De[n] goede[n] Sinte Marten is hier gestelt: onder al dit Crue pel
Vuijl arm gespuijs: haer deijlende sijnen mantele inde stede Va[n] gelt: nou Vechte[n]se om de
proije dit quaet gedruijs’.
37 On sins and virtues in Antwerp prints in the context of moral conduct and the Last
Judgment, see also M. Sellink: ‘Een teruggevonden “Laatste Oordeel” van Hendrick
Goltzius; Goltzius’s relatie met de Antwerpse uitgever Philips Galle’, Nederlands

Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 42–43 (1991–92), pp.149–53; and N. Orenstein and
M. Sellink et al.: exh. cat. Pieter Bruegel the Elder; Drawings and Prints, Rotterdam
(Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen) and New York (Metropolitan Museum of Art)
2001, nos.42–54, 56 and 64–77.
38 For these three works, see Sellink 2007, nos.151, 161 and 162. To these can be
added the slightly earlier prints of The kermis at Hoboken (1559) and St George’s kermis
(c.1559); ibid., nos.74–75 and 78. The once heated debate about how sympathetic
Bruegel was to peasants and peasant life and how to interpret his rural subjects has
recently abated. For a thoughtful reconsideration, see W. Gibson: Pieter Bruegel
the Elder: Two Studies, Lawrence 1991, pp.11–52; idem: Pieter Bruegel and the Art of
Laughter, Berkeley, London and Los Angeles 2006, pp.77–105; and chapters 5 and 6
of Kavaler, op. cit. (note 35). See also Sellink 2007, pp.33–35.
39 K. van Mander: The Lives of the Illustrious Netherlandish and German Painters, from
the first edition of the Schilder-Boeck (1603–1604), ed. H. Miedema, Doornspijk 1994, I,
pp.190–91. See also Gibson 2006, op. cit. (note 38); and Sellink 2007, pp.22–25.
40 ‘. . . alsoo datmen heur feest-daghen niet beters mach vernemen, dan aen heur herberghen,
welcke dan vol dronckaers zyn: ende datse dan proncken ende sitten leech . . .’; P. Bloccius
and J. Pieters: Meer Dan Tvvee Hondert Ketteryen, Blasphemien En Nieuwe Leeringen,
Vvelck Vvt De Misse Zyn Ghecomen / Eerst Van Petro Bloccio School-Meester Te Leyden
in Latyn Ghemaeckt, Daer Nae in Duytsch Voor Slechte Menschen Ouerghesett, Wesel

13. St Martin with cripples and beggars outside a harbour, by Joannes and Lukas
Doetecum after Hieronymus Bosch. Published by Hieronymus Cock. 1560–65.
Engraving, 34.5 by 43.4 cm. (Koninklijk Bibliotheek van België, Brussels).

14. Gluttony, by Pieter van der Heyden after Pieter Bruegel the Elder. Published by
Hieronymus Cock. 1558. Engraving, 22.3 by 29.4 cm. (British Museum, London).
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15. St Martin with cripples and beggars at a city gate, after Hieronymus Bosch.
Tapestry. (Patrimonio Nacional, El Escorial, Madrid).

16. Wine of St Martin’s Day, by Pieter Baltens. c.1560–65. Panel, 112 by 161 cm.
(Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp).

Another aspect should be taken into account when considering
the genesis of the Prado painting: while in the literature Bruegel’s
peasant scenes are often considered to be rural depictions, closer
analysis shows them to be situated either in less clearly defined
locations, such as in a small town or a large village, or in the intermediate zone between the city and the countryside, as with the
Wine of St Martin’s Day. In most cases costume and dress seem
to allude to the close interaction of town and country. This
observation has its implications. Even if there are negative undertones in the reading of the so-called peasant revelries, these refer
as much to the town folk who are known to have frequented
the fairs and kermissen held in the nearby countryside in large
numbers as to the country people themselves. In contemporary
sources in which the large number of such feasts and the behaviour of the people attending them was criticised, little distinction
was drawn between townspeople and peasants. In fact, between
1560 and 1570 the fiercest criticism in contemporary writing did
not concern feasting peasants or country fairs as such but rather
the abundance and abuse of holy days such as St Martin’s Mass,
and such criticisms came from both sides of the religious divide.
In 1567 the reformed Petrus Bloccius vehemently warned against
so-called holy days ‘of which not much more is heard, than that
all the inns are full of drunkards, prancing and doing nothing’.

This does not differ greatly from the stern admonitions contained
in the 1565 Flemish explanation of the decrees of the Council of
Trent: ‘That people must not misuse the celebration of saints in
excess and inebriety’.40
To which iconographic traditions Bruegel’s Tüchlein relates
and what exactly encouraged him to make use of this subject are
questions more difficult to answer. While the life of St Martin,
and specifically the moment where he divides his cloak, has a
longstanding iconographic tradition, the feasts held in his honour
had been much less frequently depicted. By far the most important earlier representations of this subject are by Hieronymus
Bosch (or his immediate circle), a precedent that is hardly surprising.41 At least four more-or-less reliable archival records exist
of now lost paintings of St Martin then attributed to Bosch, one
in the 1621 inventory of the Kunstkammer of Rudolf II in Prague
and three, possibly four or even more, other paintings in the
inventory of the works of art belonging to Philip II of Spain.42 At
least one of these paintings seems to have been the model for the
engraving published by Hieronymus Cock c.1560–65. Furthermore, there is a tapestry of St Martin (now at El Escorial; Fig.15)
that is a part of a cycle of compositions after Hieronymus Bosch
produced by a Brussels workshop in 1566 for Antoine Perrenot,
Cardinal Granvelle and Archbishop of Malines.43 The tapestry

1567, pp.72–73. ‘Dat oock de menschen het vieren vanden heylighen, oft pelgrimagie gaen, ende
besoeken de heylighe Reliquien, niet en misbruycken tot overdaet en[de] dronckenschap . . .’;
Ordonnancien Ende Decreten, Vanden Heylighen Concilie Generael Ghehouden Tot
Trenten, Antwerp 1565, pp.244–45. The authors would like to thank Koenraad
Jonckheere for sharing these and several other very similar citations from the period
1560–70. See also Gibson 1991, op. cit. (note 38), pp.31–32.
41 While comparisons between individual works by Bosch and Bruegel are too
numerous to mention, surprisingly, it was only recently that an in-depth study of the
way in which Pieter Bruegel relates to the older master was published; see M. Ilsink:
Bosch en Bruegel als Bosch; kunst over kunst bij Pieter Bruegel (ca.1525–1569) en Jheronimus
Bosch (ca.1450–1516), Nijmegen 2009.
42 See H. Zimmermann: ‘Das Inventar der Prager Schatz- und Kunstkammer vom 6.
Dezember 1621’, Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des Allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses
25 (1905), p.xli, no.986. For the three paintings in the Spanish royal collections,
see Walsh, op. cit. (note 29), p.107; (in more detail and with transcriptions of the
posthumous estate inventory of 1598–1607) P. Silva Maroto: ‘En torno a las obras del
Bosco que poseyó Felipe II’, in Felipe II y las artes: actas del congreso internacional, 9–12
de diciembre de 1998, Madrid 2000, p.542; and P. Vandenbroeck: ‘The Spanish “inventarios reales” and Hieronymus Bosch’, in J. Koldeweij and B. Vermet: Hieronymus
Bosch: New Insights into his Life and Work, Rotterdam 2001, p.54. Vandenbroeck also

refers (p.58) to a St Martin by Bosch, interestingly enough a tempera on canvas, in
the 1636 inventory of the Alcazar in Madrid, and notes that this work corresponds
exactly to the composition of the engraving discussed above and thus could be
the original after which the print was made. Silva Maroto, op. cit., p.542, note 48,
concludes that this Tüchlein must be the same as the ‘lienzo de borrón, blanco y negro, de
Sanct Martín con muchos pobres y disparates de Hierónimo Bosco’ in the 1598 inventory.
43 On the group of four tapestries (three of which have survived) produced for
Cardinal Granvelle, see O. Kurz: ‘Four tapestries after Hieronymus Bosch’, Journal of
the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 30 (1967), pp.150–62; and P. Junquera de Vega and
C. Herrero Carretero: Catálogo de Tapices del Patrimonio Nacional, vol. 1, Siglo XVI,
Madrid 1986, pp.263–67. An earlier edition of the set was in the possession of Francis
I of France in 1542. The St Martin tapestry is discussed in relation to the print and an
anonymous drawing of c.1600 (Ashmolean Museum, Oxford), related in turn to both
the print and tapestry, in E. Pokorny: ‘Bosch’s Cripples and Drawings by his Imitators’,
Master Drawings 41 (2003), pp.293–304. The Oxford drawing shows characteristics of
both the tapestry as well as the engraving by Cock. The three works (tapestry,
engraving and drawing) may go back to one common original by Bosch, disseminated
in various versions and copies produced in his immediate circle. Another possibility is
that the tapestry and print look back to two different originals by Bosch (also note the
various works on the subject of St Martin by Bosch(?) mentioned in note 42 above).
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shares some general features with the engraving such as the
horizontal structuring of the composition, the prominent gate
through which the saint has left the city, and the way he is
pestered by beggars and paupers. Pieter Bruegel must have had
first-hand knowledge of both the engraving and the tapestry. He
had worked for and with Cock since at least 1554 until his death
in 1569.44 Granvelle was known to own works by Pieter Bruegel,
and it seems highly unlikely that the painter would not have
known about the production of a series of tapestries after Bosch
woven for one of his patrons in Brussels, the city in which he
lived and worked from 1562/63 until his death.45
The fact that between 1560 and 1566 two innovative compositions of the charity of St Martin devised by Bosch appeared
in Antwerp and Brussels (the two cities where Bruegel lived and
worked) must have stimulated his imagination and triggered his
interest in the subject. This coincides with the suggested dating
of 1566–67 for the Wine of St Martin’s Day, based on stylistic and
technical comparisons with dated works discussed below.
Besides the subject itself there are also specific iconographic
details in both the print and engraving which seem to have
inspired Bruegel, such as the fighting beggars and the cripples in
the foreground and the vessels with spouting wine surrounded
by drunks in the distant background.
Much more complex and so far impossible to explain with any
degree of certainty is how Bruegel’s painting relates to a strikingly similar composition by the Antwerp painter Pieter Baltens.
Now only known to specialists, Baltens (1527–84) was initially
the better known and more successful contemporary of his

namesake Pieter Bruegel. It was Baltens who was commissioned
in 1551 to paint the main panel of a lost altarpiece for the Glove
Makers’ Guild in the cathedral in Malines whereas Bruegel
was only employed to paint the outer wings in grisaille.46 While
Baltens is generally regarded as a slavish imitator of Bruegel, there
are indications that their artistic relationship was more complex
and certainly much less one-sided than has often been thought.
As noted above, Baltens received the more prestigious part of the
Malines commission and his career as a painter began considerably earlier than Bruegel’s. Furthermore, he seems to have influenced Bruegel in his initial career as a draughtsman and landscape
artist, even though the lack of dated works by both artists makes
a more precise chronology of mutual influences difficult to establish. Beyond that, it is quite certain that at least one of Bruegel’s
celebrated paintings, Land of Cockaigne of 1567 (Alte Pinakothek,
Munich), is a direct response to an earlier composition by Baltens.47 It thus seems possible, in a way comparable to Bruegel’s
artistic responses to the work of Hieronymus Bosch and Frans
Floris, that he reacted to the inventions of his compatriot in a
spirit of pictorial rivalry. Baltens treated the subject of the feast of
St Martin in two paintings, both undated, of which one is in
Amsterdam (Rijksmuseum), and the better one in Antwerp
(Fig.16).48 The general outline of the composition and iconography is the same: St Martin on his horse in the right foreground,
the (much smaller) barrel of wine in the centre and the great
crowd of paupers, beggars and drunks surrounding it, as well as
the setting in a broad landscape with a city in the left background.
But there are also marked differences, not only in the completely different way the individual figures are painted, the scale of the
barrel and the absence of a village in the right background, but
above all in the lack of unity and structure in the conglomeration
of figures. Although the composition of Baltens’s painting is
similar, it lacks the features of an imitative work. In contrast,
Bruegel’s Wine of St Martin’s Day seems to be an aemulatio of the
invention, albeit one that improved the composition in all
respects,49 as with the Land of Cockaigne of the same period and
previously with his compositions relating to Bosch and Floris.
An interesting subject requiring further research is the fact that
the Wine of St Martin’s Day is painted in glue-size on linen or
Tüchlein. Two famous, definitely autograph works by Bruegel
exist in this technique: The misanthrope and the Parable of the blind
leading the blind (Fig.17) in Naples, both signed and dated 1568.50
Why did Bruegel use this technique? It has recently been
suggested that the artist consciously located himself in a once

44 Bruegel’s involvement with printmaking and with Cock in particular is discussed
in N. Orenstein: ‘Images to Print: Pieter Bruegel’s Engagement with Printmaking’,
in Orenstein and Sellink, op. cit. (note 37), pp.41–55, and in the introduction
(pp.xix–xxvii) of N. Orenstein: The New Hollstein. Dutch & Flemish Etchings, Engravings
and Woodcuts, 1450–1700: Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Ouderkerk aan den IJssel 2006.
45 There are no archival records of direct contacts between Granvelle and Bruegel
but it is known that in December 1572, after the pillaging of his palace in Malines in
which many works of art were lost, he was informed by one of his collaborators that
it would be very difficult to acquire works by Bruegel (to replace the lost ones) as
they were even more scarce and more expensive after the artist’s death than during
his lifetime. He did, however, succeed in obtaining a painting by the master, probably the Flight into Egypt in the Courtauld Gallery, London; Sellink 2007, no.123. See
also D. Allart: ‘Heeft Pieter Brueghel de Jonge de schilderijen van zijn vader kunnen
bestuderen? Methodologische en kritische beschouwingen’, in P. van den Brink et
al.: exh. cat. De Firma Brueghel, Maastricht (Bonnefantenmuseum) and Brussels
(Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten) 2001–02, pp.47 and 49, document 9.
For these reasons, and because in his Brussels palace Granvelle had a studio for the
sculptor and medallist Jacques Jonghelinck, the brother of Bruegel’s most important
Antwerp patron and possibly Bruegel’s companion on his trip to Italy, Granvelle is

generally acknowledged to be one of the painter’s patrons when he lived and worked
in Brussels.
46 On Baltens, see S. Kostyshyn: ‘Door tsoecken men vindt’: A Reintroduction to the Life
and Work of Peeter Baltens alias Custodis of Antwerp (1527–1584), Cleveland 1994. On
the commission for the Malines altarpiece, see A. Monballieu: ‘Pieter Bruegel en het
altaar van de Mechelse Handschoenmakers (1551)’, Handelingen van de Koninklijke
Kring voor Oudheidkunde, Letteren en Kunst van Mechelen 68 (1964), pp.92–110.
47 On Baltens and Bruegel as draughtsmen, see M. Royalton-Kisch: ‘Pieter Bruegel
as a Draftsman: The Changing Image’, in Orenstein and Sellink, op. cit. (note 37),
pp.24–26. On the 1567 Land of Cockaigne painting in relation to Baltens, see ibid.,
no.116; and Sellink 2007, nos.159–60.
48 See Kostyshyn, op. cit. (note 46), pp.573–83 (Amsterdam) and pp.583–90
(Antwerp). Kostyshyn, who was not familiar with the painting now at the Prado,
considered the composition to be an invention of Baltens himself dating from the
1570s. If one follows Kostyshyn, the dating of Baltens’s Wine of St Martin’s Day must,
however, be earlier in order to predate Bruegel. See also Marlier, op. cit. (note 4),
pp.323–27; K. Demus et al.: Flämische Malerie von Jan van Eyck bis Pieter Bruegel D. Ä.,
Katalog der Gemäldegalerie, Vienna 1981, pp.123–26; and K. Ertz: Pieter Brueghel der
Jüngere (1564–1637/38): die Gemälde mit Kritischem Oeuvrekatalog, Lingen 2000,

17. Parable of the blind leading the blind, by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. 1568. Glue-size
tempera on linen, 86 by 156 cm. (Museo Nazionale di Capodimonte, Naples).
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lively and very popular but almost entirely lost tradition of
Netherlandish Tüchlein paintings (a technique also used by
Bosch). On the other hand, it has also been suggested that he may
have used this quicker and thus cheaper technique as a variant
of his more laborious, and consequently more expensive oil
paintings.51 Finally, the use of this technique and support could
also have been a deliberate artistic choice. The far more rapid
brushwork and bright, contrasting colours (at least in its original
condition) must have been appealing to the artist whose oil
paintings of 1566–67 display a marked development precisely in
their chromatic brilliance and contrast.
Having analysed the newly discovered painting, its technique,
physical state, provenance, iconography and cultural-historical
background, we would like to summarise the arguments for
attributing the Wine of St Martin’s Day to Pieter Bruegel and for
adding it to the known œuvre of the artist. Technical analysis
shows that the painting is a sixteenth-century Tüchlein of a type
close to other autograph paintings by Bruegel, be they in oil or
painted in glue-size tempera on linen. While not sufficiently
conclusive to allow for an attribution, the provenance also brings
us close to the master: it seems likely that the Prado Tüchlein is the
work mentioned as by Pieter Bruegel in the Gonzaga collection
in Mantua, which was well known for the quality of its Flemish
paintings, most of which were acquired in the southern Netherlands. The fact that there are several copies of the work by
members of the artist’s direct family such as the copy in Brussels
(Fig.5), most probably by his son Pieter the Younger, the surviving right-hand side of a copy in Vienna (Fig.2), and the print
commissioned by Bruegel the Elder’s great-grandson Abraham
Brueghel (Fig.3) is telling, even if it is not yet possible to reconstruct precisely how these works relate to each other and to the
Prado Tüchlein in particular.52 Stylistically and technically the
rediscovered Wine of St Martin’s Day has all the hallmarks of
Pieter Bruegel: the complex structure of the composition; the
layered background with landscape and village; the poses
and faces of the peasants; and the bold but always judicious
brushstrokes with which, for instance, all the clothing is painted.
As discussed above, the painting’s subject is relatively close to
both the famous peasant paintings in Vienna and Detroit
(1566–67) and to Bruegel’s designs for moralising prints and print
series of a decade earlier. With regard to iconographic details the
small Louvre panel with five beggars, signed and dated 1568
(Fig.18) but surprisingly little discussed in the literature, is also an
interesting point of reference.53 This brings us to the signature

and date, which reappeared during the recent conservation of the
painting and which can undoubtedly be accepted as genuine
(Fig.9). Both the type of lettering and the way it is painted are
extremely close to other signed and dated works by the artist. If
accepted as authentic, the question of the precise dating of the
painting must be raised. It is now only possible to read ‘MDLXV’
and possible traces of one or two more numbers, that is to say
1566 or later. Our suggestion would be to date the painting
around 1556–67 given that Bruegel’s dated oil paintings of these
years are very close to the present work in subject, iconography,
composition, as well as palette and chromatic liveliness. His
works of 1568, including the two Tüchlein paintings in Naples,
have the same loose, rapid brushwork, but are more subdued and
tonal in colour.54
For the present authors, the arguments that have been
presented here leave no doubt that the Prado’s acquisition is the
lost original of the Wine of St Martin’s Day painted by Pieter
Bruegel the Elder in 1566–67. Its reappearance is one of the most
important discoveries to have taken place for many years, not
only with regard to the œuvre of Pieter Bruegel the Elder but
within the entire field of Netherlandish painting.

pp.466–69; all discuss the Baltens painting in relation to the Brussels copy (possibly
by Pieter Brueghel the Younger) and the partial copy in Vienna, discussed above.
Another contemporary depiction of St Martin’s feast (albeit entirely different in composition and iconography) is by Marten van Cleve (1527–81). This painting is in the
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Dunkirk; see Ertz, op. cit., p.468, fig.350. The Rubenshuis in
Antwerp recently acquired an early seventeenth-century copy of this composition,
retouched by Rubens who owned the panel; see J. Vander Auwera and S. Van Spang:
exh. cat. Rubens, een genie aan het werk, Brussels (Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten) 2007, no.9. All these works attest to the particular popularity of the subject of St
Martin’s Mass in Antwerp and Brussels in the third quarter of the sixteenth century.
49 See also G. Marlier: ‘Peeter Balten, copiste ou créateur?’, Bulletin Koninklijke Musea
voor Schone Kunsten van België 14 (1965), pp.127–42; and Ilsink, op. cit. (note 41).
50 Sellink 2007, nos.164–65. A much debated work that some scholars consider to
be a possible early work by Bruegel in this technique is The Adoration of the Magi in
Brussels; Sellink 2007, no.X2 (as not by Bruegel). More research on this technique
(there is confusion over the terms tempera, glue-size and watercolour on linen) is
certainly desirable as contemporary sources attest to its popularity in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries in the Low Countries. Due to their fragility, especially in the
damp climate of north-west Europe, nearly of all these paintings have been lost. The

remaining canvases, like the Prado work under discussion and the two paintings in
Naples, have all suffered over the centuries and are in fragile condition.
51 O. Bonebakker: ‘Textile Transgressions: Bruegel and the Media’, paper given at
the Historians of Netherlandish Art congress in Amsterdam in June 2010.
52 In technique and style the Brussels copy is fairly typical of Pieter the Younger.
Ertz, op. cit. (note 48), p.469, curiously disregards the painting as he had not seen
it in the original or in a photograph, even though by that point it had been in
the Museum in Brussels for some decades. With its rather dry handling, as well as
numerous small but telling differences in colouring and numerous details, this painting on canvas reflects Pieter the Younger’s practice of copying compositions by his
father that were not based on first-hand knowledge of the original but on drawn or
painted copies; see also Van den Brink et al., op. cit. (note 45). The partial copy on
panel in Vienna has a completely different, more subtle handling of the brush and in
style and technique is much closer to the Prado Tüchlein. We would propose that
this work should be dated much closer to Bruegel the Elder and consider that it was
very probably copied after the original version and dates from the last quarter of the
sixteenth century.
53 Sellink 2007, no.166.
54 Ibid., nos.163–67 and 170.

18. The beggars, by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. 1568. Panel, 18.5 by 21.5 cm. (Musée
du Louvre, Paris).
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